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We present general results on the average case complexity of approximating 
linear operators when only noisy information is available. We assume that the 
space of a linear problem is a Banach space equipped with a Gaussian measure p. 
The error of evaluating linear functionals is assumed to be a Gaussian random 
variable with mean zero and variance depending on the measure p. Any linear 
functionals and repetitive evaluations of them are permitted. The formulas for the 
optimal algorithm, nth optimal radius, and information, as well as tight bounds on 
the average s-complexity, are given. A major result is that the effect of noisy 
information on average E-complexity is completely characterized by whether or 
not the average e-complexity for exact information goes to infinity faster than em?. 
In particular, solving any nontrivial problem with noisy information has complex- 
ity prOpOtiiOnal t0 at least &- ‘. 0 19% Academic Presr. Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The average case complexity of linear problems is the minimal average 
cost of computing approximate solutions with average error no greater 
than E. A substantial portion of the monograph of Traub et al. (1988), 
“Information-Based Complexity,” is devoted to this subject and contains 
references to many papers. We will refer to this monograph as IBC. In 
most of these papers it is assumed that information about problem ele- 
ments is computed exactly. Far fewer papers deal with noisy information 
from a complexity viewpoint. One of two assumptions is made. The first 
assumes the worst case setting with uniformly bounded noise. This ap- 
proach is presented in, e.g., Kacewicz et al. (1986), Lee et al. (1987), 
Marchuk and Osipenko (1973, Melkman and Micchelli (1979), Micchelli 
and Rivlin (1977), Milanese and Tempo (1984), Viccino et al. (1987), and 
Wasilkowski (1987). 
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The alternative assumption is the average case setting with stochastic 
noise. Kadane et al. (1989) study infinite dimensional linear problems. 
Linear problems have also been extensively studied in Bayesian statis- 
tics. As a rule, the noise is assumed to be “white”; i.e., the error of 
evaluating a functional L is a Gaussian random variable with mean zero 
and variance independent of L. It is known, under some assumptions on 
the prior distribution, that smoothing splines are the best estimators of 
stochastic processes; see, e.g., Kimeldorf and Wahba (1970) and Wahba 
(1984). Many papers are devoted to the optimal choice of the smoothing 
parameter which controls the trade-off between infidelity to the data and 
roughness of the estimated function. These papers include Craven and 
Wahba (1979), Ragozin (1983), Reinsch (1971), Speckman (1985>, Wahba 
(1975, 1985), and Wahba and Wang (1987). In a Bayesian framework, 
optimal information for finite dimensional problems is analyzed in Cha- 
loner (1984), where the geometric interpretation of optimal designs is 
given. Optimal designs in regression models are studied in, e.g., Fedorov 
(1972), Kiefer (1959), Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1959), O’Hagan (1978), 
Sacks and Ylvisaker (1966), and Wahba (1971). A relation between Bay- 
esian statistics and information-based complexity is discussed in Kadane 
and Wasilkowski (1985). 
We think that the assumption that the variance is independent of the 
functional and measure is not always appropriate, at least for infinite 
dimensional spaces. To explain this, consider, for example, the classical 
Wiener measure on the space of continuous functions f: [0, l] + Iw, where 
f(0) = 0. Since f is continuous and f(0) = 0 it seems quite natural to 
demand that one can observe the value L(f) = f(x), 0 i x 5 1, more 
precisely for x close to zero than for x close to one. This is not compatible 
with the assumption that the variance of the noise is constant. 
Therefore in this paper we analyze another kind of noise. Namely, we 
assume that the variance of the noise is equal to S((L/[i, where the 
p-norm of L is given by /IL/I,, = w. Here C, is the corre- 
lation operator of the measure p placed on Bore1 sets of the space F of a 
linear problem, C,: F * + F. For the classical Wiener measure we have 
L(C,L) = X, for L(f) = f(x), and the variance is equal to 6x. Thus, the 
variance is smaller for x closer to zero. In particular, for x = 0 the value 
f(x) is known exactly. 
The assumption that the variance of the noise is SllLII~ allows us to 
obtain results more specific than those obtained by Kadane et al. (1989), 
who present a more general approach. Note that in finite dimensional 
spaces the assumption that the variance is equal to 6 (IL, I] i corresponds to 
the assumption that the variance is equal to 6((L(12, if C, is taken as the 
identity operator. 
We believe that the variance of the noise should depend not only on L 
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and EL. but also on the exact value L(f). This type of noise will be the topic 
of future research. 
We now outline the contents of this paper. In this paper by a linear 
problem in the average case setting with noisy information we mean the 
following: Let S: F + G be a continuous linear operator from a separable 
Banach space F to a separable Hilbert space G. The space F is equipped 
with a Gaussian measure p. We want to approximate Sf based on noisy 
evaluations of L,(f), Lz(f), . . . , where L; E F* are continuous linear 
functionals. We stress that Li may be adaptively chosen depending on the 
previously computed information. The noisy evaluation of L;(f) means 
that we have z; = Li( f) + xi, where xi is a Gaussian random variable with 
meanzeroandvarianceequalto6I(LiJ12,,IILi(l.=~,where6LO 
and C, is a positive definite correlation operator of the Gaussian measure 
p, C,: F* --, F. 
We first show how to combine noisy information (z = [zi , ZZ, . . . , 
z,] about f) to get approximations to Sf with minimal average error 
(which is called the average radius of N). Then we study the optimal 
nonadaptive choice of n functionals Li which form information N. That is, 
we construct the nth optimal information and find its radius (which is 
called the nth optimal radius). The formula for the nth optimal radius is 
given in terms of 6 and the eigenvalues of the correlation operator C, of 
the a priori measure v = p...’ on the space G of solution elements. In the 
presence of noise, 6 > 0, the nth optimal radius tends to zero no faster 
than n-1’2. 
Then we consider adaptive information. In this case the results of 
Wasilkowski (1986) for exact information may be directly carried over to 
the noisy case. From this we conclude that adaption is not more powerful 
than nonadaption for linear problems with noisy information. 
Tight lower and upper bounds on the average &-complexity are ob- 
tained. These bounds enable us to infer the effect of noise on e-complex- 
ity. This effect is completely characterized by the &-complexity for exact 
information. The noise does not affect the a-complexity whenever the F- 
complexity for exact information, i.e., for 6 = 0, tends to infinity faster 
than c-z as E + 0. On the other hand, if the +complexity for exact 
information tends to infinity slower than E-~ then the existence of the 
noise, 6 > 0, increases the &-complexity to be proportional to 6~~. This 
holds for arbitrary S # 0. 
We conclude our paper by an example. We show that for an approxima- 
tion problem the least-squares algorithm, although not optimal, produces 
approximate solutions with almost minimal cost. 
Some of the results concerning, for instance, adaptive information 
(Theorem 6.1) or the &-complexity (Theorem 7.1 and Corollary 7.1) are 
true also in the more general case when the set A of permissible function- 
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als is a proper subset of F*. Unfortunately, it is not easy to find the nth 
optimal radius and information in this general case, even for S being a 
functional. They are very sensitive to the structure of A. We hope, how- 
ever, that it is possible to successfully study noisy information with a 
restricted set of permissible functionals for such linear problems as inte- 
gration or function approximation. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Let F be a real separable Banach space equipped with a Gaussian 
measure p defined on Bore1 sets. We assume that p has mean zero and a 
positive definite correlation operator C,: F* ---, F. The measure w reflects 
our belief as to how often subsets of F occur. We wish to approximate the 
continuous linear solution operator 
S:F+ G, 
where G is a real separable Hilbert space with an inner product @, 0) and 
corresponding norm (lo] 1, W e assume that an element f, for which we want 
to approximate Sf, is not known exactly. We can, however, observe noisy 
information on J More precisely, consider a (nonadaptive) information 
operator N: F + [w” of the form 
where Li are nonzero continuous linear functionals, Li E F*, i = 1, 
2 . f 3 n. Noisy information means that the evaluations of Li(f) are 
erroneously computed (observed). That is, instead of N( f) we observe a 
vectorz = [zl,z2,. . . ,zn],wherezi=Li(f)+xi,i=1,2,. . . ,n.The 
vector x = [XI, . . . , x,] denotes the noise. Our assumption about the 
noise is that xi are independent Gaussian random variables with mean 
zero and variance a; depending only on a parameter 6 and the p-norm of 
Li, i.e., 
Uf = 6 * 11Lil]3y i= 1,2,. . . ,n, 
where ]]L]lcl = w, VL E F*. 
Hence, given N and f E F the probability that the observed z is in a 
Bore1 set B is 
F’rob(z E B) = rs(Blf, A'), V.fEF, 
where the measure rrg is given by 
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Ps(Blf, N) = (2?7pqcT, . . . a,)-’ j-Benp{-;py))2} 
1 
and 
dt,dt2 . . . dt,, for 6 > 0, 
1 
no(B1.f-i n) = 
if N(f) E B, 
0 otherwise. 
An approximation to S is provided by an algorithm C#J that uses N. More 
precisely, f$ is a transformation 
The goodness of $J is determined by its average error, defined as 
G&J~ N) = (IF ((,. i/U - 9k.)i12m(dzIf, N,) p(dffn. 
We stress that the error ~(4, N) depends not only on N and r#~, but also 
on the parameter 6. For 6 = 0 we observe the value N(f) with probability 
one for every f E F, and the error of C#J takes the form 
~(4, N) = {IF IlKf- - dWUNl12p(df))1’2. 
We are interested in information operators N and algorithms 4 for 
which the error ~(4, N) is as small as possible. 
3. RADIUSOF INFORMATION ANDOPTIMALALGORITHM 
For an information operator N: F + R”, N = [L,, L2, . . . , L,], the 
average radius of N is given as 
r,(N) = inf ~(4, N). 
Q 
An algorithm 86,N that uses N is optimal iff 
e&&N, N) = d’0 
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From now on we assume that the functionals forming the information N 
are p-normalized, i.e., (JLi((, = 1, i = 1, . . . , IZ. This can be done 
without loss of generality. Indeed, for the information N = [L, , . _ . , L,] 
and an algorithm (b, let N’ = [L;, . . . , LA] with L,! = Li/]I4]]~, and 
$‘(z’) = 4(z), VZ’ = (z;, . . . , z;>, z,! = z;lllLillp, i = 1, 2, . . . , a. Then 
Inn llsf- ~(~)l12~~(~zIf, N) = /an I/V- +‘(z’)](*7~~(dz’Jf, N’), VIE F, and 
es($‘, N’) = ~(4, N). Hence r8(N) = rs(N’) and $s,N’ = 4;~. 
We now introduce some notations which are needed to state the theo- 
rem. 
(a) Let @, o)~: F* x F* + R denote the p-inner product in F* which 
is generated by the correlation operator C,, of the measure CL, 
WI7 L2)/.& = LI(CJ2) = L*(CJ,>, VL,, L2 E F*. 
(b) Let v = &S-r be the a priori measure on the space G of solution 
elements. It is Gaussian with mean zero and the correlation operator C, , 
C,: G + G, such that 
cg = ~(CpW)7 g)), Vg E G. 
(c) For the information N = [L, , . . . , L,] define the Gram matrix 
MN: R”-+ R”, 
Let (Uj, q,j) denote the eigenpairs of MN, MNu~ = vjuj, (ui, uj)z = 6i.j 
(the Kronecker delta), i, j = 1, . . . , n, and nl 2 q2 2 * . . 2 q,,! > 0 = 
qm+1 = . * . = q,,. Obviously, trace(M,v) = xzr 7; = x:“=l (Li, Li)p = n, 
since the functionals Li are p-normalized. 
Forj= 1, 2,. . . , m define the functionals 
with Uj = [~j,i, . . . , Uj,,] T. The functionals Kj are p-orthonormal since 
(K;, Kj)p = K;(C,Kj) = vJ”‘(N(CpKi), Ui)2 
= (~i~j)-“*(N(Cg(N(o) +jh), ui)2 
= (7)i7)j)-1’2(MNUj, Ui)* = Si,j* 
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We also need 
LEMMA 3.1. For any information N we have 
N(F) = M&R”). 
Proof. We first prove that N(F) C M&R~). Let f E C,(F*). Then 
f = C,Lf for some Lf E F *. The functional Lf may be represented as 
Lf = L’ + L”, where L’ = ~~=r aiLi and L” is v-orthogonal to span{Lr , 
L2, - . . 7 L,) C F*, i.e., (Li, L”)p = 0, V i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Hence 
N(C,L”) = 0 and 
N(f) = N(C,Lf) = N(C,L’) 
Now, let fbe an arbitrary element from F. Since the correlation opera- 
tor C, is positive definite then C,(F*) = F. Hence f = limj,, fj for some 
sequence {fj}j”=r C C,(F*). From the fact that N(fj) E MN(R~), Vj, and 
from the continuity of N, we easily conclude that N(f) E MN(Rn). 
To show that MN(Rrz) E N(F) observe as above that 
= N ( 5 LYi(CpLi)), V[crl, a2, . . . ) anIT E R”. n 
We are ready to state the theorem on an optimal algorithm and the 
average radius of the information N. 
THEOREM 3.1. The optimal algorithm for the information N = [L,, 
J52,*. f, L,] is given as 
$&N(Z) = i yiS(CpLi), i=l 
wherey = [YI, ~2, . . . , y,,lT is the solution of the linear system 
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(61 + f&)y = z. 
The average radius of N is given as 
d(N) = &b,N, N) = trace(G) - ,$ (g-$-) lISCpKjI12- 
The theorem needs an explanation for 6 = 0 and linearly dependent 
functionals Li. In this case, due to Lemma 3.1, the operator (61 + MN) is 
many-to-one and its range N(F) is a proper subset of II%“. The algorithm 
+S,N is then defined only for z E N(F) and y is taken as the unique vector 
from N(F) for which the linear system holds. 
Proof. From Lemma Al of the Appendix it follows that for any algo- 
rithm 4 which uses N we have 
where the measure /.~(o(.z, N) is Gaussian with mean m(z) = xy=, y;CpLi 
(y as in the theorem) and correlation operator C,.,: F* + F given as 
Cp.NL = c,L - m(N(C,J)), VL E F. 
Note that C,,,v does not depend on z. Clearly, IF JJSf-- c$(z)JJ2p2(dfIz, N) 
is minimized for 4(z) = Sm(z) and thus the optimal algorithm takes the 
form &N(Z) = Sm(z) = x:=1 y;S(CFLi). Furthermore, r:(N) = ei(&,N) = 
trace(C,,N), with CY,~: G 4 G being correlation operator of the measure 
P.z(~-’ ~tz, N), 
%Ng = %cp,N(s@), g)), Vg E G. 
Observe that N(C,L) = Ej”=r (N(C,L), Uj)zUj = ET=1 ~f”Kj(C~L)Uj and 
m(Uj) = Erz’=, ((61 + MN)-‘Uj)iC*Li = (8 + vj)-’ X:=1 UjiC*Li = qfRl(G + 
qj)CFLi. Hence m(NC,L) = E~=I qj’2Kj(CGL)m(Uj) = C~?I r)jl(a + 
qj)L(Cp Kj)C* Kj . Furthermore, 
c,,Ng = cvg - 2 r)il(6 + r]j)(s(cfiKj), g)s(cfiKj)- 
j=l 
For an orthonormal basis { gi}Tz r in G we have 
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trace(G,hr) = 5 (Cv,Ngi, gi> 
i=l 
= 2 (Cugi, gi) - i: 2 qj/(6 + 7)jNSCpKj, gi)’ 
i=l izl j=l 
= trace(G) - 2 T)j/(6 + T)j) 2 (SCpKj, gi)* 
j=l i=l 
= trace(G) - ,$ Vj/(S + Vj)llSCgKjl(*, 
as claimed. n 
From Theorem 3.1 we can easily compare the average radii for positive 
6 and for 6 = 0. 
COROLLARY 3.1. 
m IlSCpKjll” r;(N) = r%(N) + 6 * 2 j=i 6 + r)i ’ 
We now illustrate Theorem 3.1 by assuming that the information N 
consists of the repetitive evaluations of some functionals. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let Li, i = 1,2, . . . , s, be p-orthonormal. (Li, Lj)p = 
6ij. Consider the information operator 
N = [L,, . . . , L,, L2, . . . , L2, . . . , L,, . . . , L,], 
L,J L2J L,J s 
where kl L k2 L * . - L k, 2 1. Applying Theorem 3.1 we get that the 
radius of the information N is given by 
r:(N) = trace(C) - $ k;l(S + ki)((SCwLi(l*. 
The optimal algorithm for N takes the form 
$s*N(z) = g (Cs + ki)-’ ,$ zij) S(CpLi), 
where z = [zn, . . . , zu,, . . . , zSr, . . . , zsk,lT E R’l+‘“+ks. 
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In particular, for 6 = 0 and k, = kz = . . . = k, = 1 we get the known 
formulas for the exact information case; see IBC. 
4. FZTH OPTIMAL RADIUS AND INFORMATION 
Denote by N,, the class of all information operators each of which 
consists of n continuous linear functionals. Define the nth optimal average 
radius as 
rs(n) = inf r*(N). 
NE.4 ,/
An information operator N,,,, is the nth optimal iff 
Let C,: G -+ G be, as in Section 3, the correlation operator of the 
measure v = PS-‘. Let A, 2 AZ 2 . . . be the dominating eigenvalues of 
C,,andletti,&, . . . be the orthonormal in G basis of the corresponding 
eigenvectors. If dim G < +m then we formally set Ai = 0 for i > dim G. 
Set Ki* = h,:“*(S(,), [i), i = I, 2, . . . . The functionals KF are 
p-orthonormal. It is known that the information [Kt, . . . , K,*] is nth 
optimal for the exact information, 6 = 0, see IBC. We show that a proper 
linear combinations of KT’s form the nth optimal information for noisy 
information, 6 > 0. To show this we first need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. For any nonnegative 7 l,r)z, . . . , q,, , cy= 1 qi = n, there 
exists a matrix W = {w;j}$=I such that 
kwt=l, Vi=],2 . . . . n, 
.I- 1 
and 
Proof. We prove the lemma by constructing the matrix W inductively 
on n. 
For IZ = 1 we have r) i = I and w I I = 1. Suppose that n > 1. Assume, 
without 10~s of generality, that qn-l = maxi q;, r), = mini vi. If q, = I or 
nn-t = 1 then r); = 1, Vi, and W can be taken as the identity matrix. 
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Assume that q,, < 1 < vnml. Set r) = qnel + -Q, - 1 > 0, 
a = 
( 
r)n-1(7),-l - 1) 
71(7,-l - 7)n> ) 
1’2 
’ 
b = (1 - a2)1c! 7 
c = 
( 
%I-1u - rln) 1’2 
(7),-l - 7n) 1 ’ 
d = -(l - $)“2. 
Note that the above values are well defined. Let W,-, = (w, w2 
. . . w,-I), wi E (Wn-l, i = 1, 2, . . . , IZ - 1, be the required matrix for 
7-/l, q2, f . * , T),-~, q. Direct calculations yield that the lemma holds with 
the matrix W,,, 
w, = ‘I;’ “02 ’ f . w-2 
w 
. . . 
We are now ready to state the theorem on the nth optimal average 
radius and information. 
THEOREM 4.1. The nth optimal average radius is 
where k = k(6, n) is the greatest integer no larger than n such that 
The nth optimal information is 
&,N = [LT, L2*, . . . , L:], 
where LF = Ej”=l wijKj*, i = 1,2, . . . ,, n, and W = {wij}t=l is the matrix 
from Lemma 4.1 applied for 
* A!” - 6, i= 1,2,. . . ,k, 
i=k+ 1,. . . ,n. 
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Proof. ForanyPlrpz>...lPmrOandai,bi,i=l,. . . ,m, 
such that X:=1 ai I E:f=r bi, VS = 1,2, . . . , m, we have XE”=, Piai 5 Zz”=, 
pi bi . Indeed, using induction on m we have 
2 hai = &I (2 4) + 5’ (pi - P,,,)ai 5 P,,, (5 bi) i-1 i=l i=l i=l 
m-l 
+ C(Pi - Pm)bi = z Pibi. 
i=I 
Define aj = IISCpKjl12, bj = Aj, j = 1, . . . , II. It is known that C,S=r 
aj = Cy= r /(SC, Kj /I2 I Zj”= r Aj = Ei= r bj . From Theorem 3.1 and the above 
inequality we get, for N E X, and flj = qjl(8 + nj), 
d(N) = trace(C) - I$ qj/(8 + ~j>IISCpKjII’ 
m 
> trace((=,) -  2  7)j/(8 + r)j)Aj = C 5 - 5 7)j/t6 + rli)*j 
j=l j=l j=l 
Hence r;(N) 2 min Cn(q,, . . . , q,,J, where the minimum is taken over 
all qr 2 712 I *. * 1 r), > 0, m 5 n, such that xzr qi = II. Using the 
standard technique we get that the function fI has its minimum at the 
point r)* = (VT, . . . , qky), with 71: and k as in the theorem, and 
To complete the proof it is enough to show that rg(N6.J = a(~?, . . . , 
r):). Indeed, for zi = q;“2(Wri, . . . , Wni)r, i = 1,2, . . . , k, and for the 
T)i*Zi Vi = 1, 2, . . . , k, and the p-orthonormal functionals Ki, i = 1, 
2 9. *. , k, corresponding to the information NS,, are given by 
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Ki = (T)T)-1R(N8,n(0), Zi * = (TjT)11'2 i Li*Zij 
j=l 
= (7Z)-'n z (s WjsKs) Zij = (IT)-"* i (i WjzZij) K: 
s=l j=l 
= (qi)-’ 2 (i Wj.vWji) K: = K*. 
j=l 
From this we conclude that 
= 6 i Aj /(S + 77) + C  Aj = fl(T)T, .  .  .  ,  7);)~ 
j=l j=k+ 1 
as claimed. w 
Theorem 4.1, together with Lemma 3.1, shows how to obtain the nth 
optimal information for given 6 z 0 and the eigenpairs Xi, <i, i = 1, 
2 . - 7 12, of the correlation operator C,. Observe that the cost of com- 
puting ?T, . . . 7: plus the cost of finding the coefficients Wij, i, j = 1, 
2 * * 9 n, of the matrix W is proportional to n* arithmetic operations 
and comparisons. Therefore there are no difficulties in obtaining the opti- 
mal functionals LT, Lz*, . . . , L,*. 
Note that the nth optimal information is, in general, not uniquely deter- 
mined. For instance, for 6 = 0, any information N = [LI , Lz, . . . , L,] 
with the functionals Li such that span{L,, . . . , L,} = span{Kr, . . . , 
K,*} is nth optimal. In the general case, i.e., for 6 2 0, we always have that 
span{LT, . . . , L,*} G span{KT, . . . , K?}, with k as in the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. We show the nth optimal information for approxima- 
tion in the two-dimensional space. That is, F = G = I$*, Sf = f, Vf E F. 
Let C,ei = A;ei, Ai 2 A2 > 0, where ei is the ith versor, i = 1,2. Let ei = 
A;“*ei. For Xi/A2 > (n/6 + l)* we have k = k(6, n) = 1 and 
Let Xi/A2 5 (n/6 -t l)*. Then k = k(6, n) = 2 and 77: = ((n + 26)/(Ai’* + 
A:‘*))A!‘* - 6, i = 1,2. Let qT = si + ai, with si = lqTl,O 5 (Y; < 1. Clearly, 
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(Y, + (Ye = I and sl + s2 = n - 1. The nth optimal information Ns,,, given by 
Theorem 4.1 is now of the form 
where e = e; if (Y, P CY~ and e = ei otherwise, and 
XI = [(+yy, (~)“2]‘; X2 = [(cy)“I, -($EJ]‘; 
with a! = max{ar , 03). In particular, for n = 2 and Xl/h2 5 (2/6 + 1)2 we 
have nf = (2(1 + 6)l(Ai’* + h!‘2))hf’2 - 6, i = I, 2, and Ns,2 = [@, yr), 
@, ydl, where 
y, = [(g2, (21L)"2]T, Y2 = [($ -(Jg]'. 
Note that (y,, y2)P = (1 + 6)((Ai" - A:")/(A?' + Ai'2)). 
We now comment on the nth optimal radius. It is easy to see that for 
fixed n we have 
lim rs(n) = 
&4+ 
lim r-s(n) = = dtrace(C,) = t-a(O). 
a-- 
Now, let 6 be fixed and let n -+ +m. For dim S(F) = +c= we have 
k(6, n) + +m and 
r;(n) I A:‘* ($ Aj12) + jfI, Aj = 2 (AjAk)“’ + i, Aj + 0. 
Obviously, for dim S(F) < +a we also have r2(n) + 0, as 6 --, O+. On the 
other hand, r;(n) = fl(qf, . . . , 17;) z 6A1/(6 + 7:) L 6Ar/(6 + n) and 
this inequality is sharp for S E F*. Hence, for A, > 0 (which holds for S f 
0) and 6 > 0 the sequence of the nth optimal radii never tends to zero 
faster than n-IQ. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. We illustrate the dependence of rs(n) on 6 and {Aj} for 
Ai = (a$P, j = 1, 2, . . . , where p > 1. We have 
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d(n) = p@, n) * (1 + o(l)), as n + +m, 




aP(p - l)nP-” 
Z 
O-P 




1 < P < 2, 6 5 (2 - PI/P: & 
( 
I 1 
j& (1 _ p/2)2 + - 
p-1 1 
Remark 4.1. Let k, be the class of all information operators N = 
[LI, Lz, . . * , L,] such that L; E {K:, K2*, K:, . . .}, Vi. Information 
N E X,* has some advantages. It is easy to obtain and the optimal algo- 
rithm, given in Example 3.1, takes a very simple form. Therefore it is 
interesting to see how much can be lost by such a restriction of permissi- 
ble functionals. Define 
&(n) = inf rs(N). 
NEi” 
If 6 = 0 then we know that T&(n) = rs(n). To find Y&z) for 6 > 0 we must, 
however, evaluate the maximum of cy=, Aj/(s; + 6) over all integers SI 2 
$2 2 . * * 2 S, L 0 such that xy=i Sj = n (this follows from Example 3.1). 
Furthermore, for the optimal values ~7, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, we have f:(n) 
= trace(C,) - zj”=i Aj/(sj* + 6), and r:(n) = ?i(ms,,), where 
Iv,,, = [KC, . . K;, . . . , K:, . . 
- K,*l. 4 
ST * sn 
We can, however, easily show an upper bound on &(n) in terms of the 
optimal radii. To this end, let rn; = fq;l, j = 1, . . . , n, where $ are the 
optimal eigenvalues for n from Theorem 3.1. Define 





Clearly, N consists of at most n + k(6, n) - 1 5 2n - 1 functionals and 
&(N) 5 rs (n). From this we conclude that & (2n - 1) 5 ra (n), or 
r&(n) 5 F&(n) 5 rdnL% Vn = 1,2, . . . . 
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It is also easy to show that for Aj = (a$~, p > 1, we have 
r&z) 5 t-s(n) 5 24r&z)(l + o(1)) asn+ +w, 
where q = min{l/2, (p - 1)/2}. 
5. ADAPTIVE NOISY INFORMATION 
Until now we have analyzed nonadaptive information. That is, for any 
information operator N = [Li, Lz, . . . , L,] the functionals Li were 
given simultaneously and they did not change during the successive ob- 
servations of the values zi = Li(f) + Xi, i = 1,2, . . . . In this and in the 
next sections we deal with more general class of adaptive information. 
That is, the functionals Li as well as the total number of them may vary, 
depending on the observed zi, i = 1, 2, . . . . More precisely, the exact 
(8 = 0) adaptive information Na is of the form 
N”(f) = h(f), Lz(f; YI), . . . , Ln(y,(f; YI, . . . , yncy,-,)I, 
whereyi=Li(f,yl,. . . ,yi-i)andLi(“;yi,, . . ,yi-i),i= 1,2,. . . , 
n(y), are continuous linear functionals for any fixed yi , yz, , . . , yi-1. 
The number n(y) is determined by the so-called termination functions 
teri: R’+ (0, l}, i = 1, 2, . . . , 
n(y) = min{i: teri(yi, y2, . . . , yi) = 1). 
We assume for simplicity that n(y) < +a~, Vy. We now turn to noisy 
adaptive information. This means that instead of the exact value y = N(f) 
we observe z = [zi, ~2, . . . , z,~,J, where 
Zi = Li(f; Z1, . * * 9 Zi-1) + Xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n(z), 
n(z) = min{i: teri(Z1, . . . , zi) = l}, and the vector x = [xi, ~2, . . . , 
x,,cZj] denotes the noise. 
We stress that the choice of the functionals Li as well as the total 
number of them n(z) is now based on the observed values zl, 22, . . . , 
and not on the exact Li(f)‘s. Hence, n(z) may vary even for fixed f~ F. 
Define the sets 
B,,, = {[zl, z2, . . . , z,l E Iwm : ter,(zi, . . . , z,) = 1, 
teri(Z1, . . . , zi) = 0, Vi = 1, 2, . . . , m - l}. 
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Let Y = U”,=, B,. Then the observed value z always belongs to Y. 
Assuming that the functionals I+(f; 0, . . . , 0) are Bore1 measurable and 
that Bi, i = 1, 2, . . . , are Bore1 sets in W, we have for fixed f E F 
Prob(z E B) = m(Blf, iv”), VB E B(Y), 
where B(Y) = {C C Y: C f~ B, E B(R”), VW}. 
For 6 > 0 the measure Q is given by 
dt,dt,-, . . . dt,, 
where &I, . . . 7 ti-1) = 6 * JILj(“; tip . e . , ti-l)ll~e For 6 = 0 we have 
1 
m(B1.L Na) = 
if P(f) E B, 
0 otherwise. 
An algorithm 4 that uses adaptive information Na is now defined on the 
set Y, i.e., 4: Y + G. The error of 4 is equal to 
~(6 N”) = ‘(IF (I,, llsf- $4z)l(*ddzIf, N”)) p(dfjji9 
The average radius of ZV” and the optimal algorithm 48,~~ are defined as 
in the nonadaptive case; i.e., 
rs(Na) = infes(f$, ZV”), 
e 
and &,N* is optimal for IV” iff 
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We study whether adaptive information may be more powerful than 
nonadaptive. 
6. ADAPTIVE INFORMATION VERSUS NONADAPTIVE 
For adaptive information N”, let cards(N”) denote the average number 
of functional evaluations when Na is used. That is, 
car&W) = IF (I, n(zhddzIL NY) 
m r 
~L(d.f 1
= 2 IF m . m(&l.L WE*.(dfh m-1 
Obviously, carda = IZ whenever n(z) = n; i.e., Y = R”. For fixed z = 
[Zl, 22, . . * 7 z,] E Y, let NY be the nonadaptive information of the 
form 
N:O” = EL,@), Lz(o; ZI), . . . , L,,,F; ZI, . . . , z,-,)I. 
As in Section 3 we assume, without loss of generality, that ((L;(o; ~1, 
. . . ) zj-,)I/, = 1, vi = 1) 2, . . . , vz E Y. 
We now state the first theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let N” be adaptive information with cards(Na) < SW. 
Then there exist real a* and z’, z” E Y such that for the information 
N*(f) = 
N?Y.f 1 ifzr = Ll(f) + x1 5 a*, 
N;:“(f) otherwise, 
we have 
carda 5 cards(Na) and rs(N*) 5 rs(N”). 
Proof. From Lemma A2 of the Appendix it follows that for any algo- 
rithm 4 which uses Na we have 
e&#+ W = 2 1 m=l b7 (IF @f - 4(z)(i2ddf Iz, NY”)] pl(dz; Na). 
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Hence, we can apply the technique used by Wasilkowski (1986); see also 
the proof of Theorem 5.6.2 from IBC (Chap. 6) to conclude that there 
exist two indices ml zs m2 and real a, 0 5 a 5 1, such am1 + (1 - u)m2 5 
cards (Na) and 
Thus the theorem holds for z’ = zm,, z” = zm2, and u* such that 4(-m, 
a*)) = a, where 
W(B) = Prob(zi E B) 
= (27r(l + a))-‘” I, exp (,(l T ,)] dt, VB E B(R). n 
We know that for information NY:?, i = 1, 2, from the proof 
we have ri(Nz,‘) 2 &i/(6 + mi), where hi is the dominating eigen- 
value of the correlation operation C,. Furthermore, 
&Na) 2 ri(N*) = ur;(N:y + (1 - d&N::;) 
L SA~(ul(S + mr) + (1 - a)/@ + 1122)) 
2 Shl/(u(S + ml) + (1 - a)@ + m2)) 
= 6A,/(6 + carda( 1 6Ai/(6 + cards(Na)). 
Hence, 
COROLLARY 6.1. For any adaptive information N” we have 
&Na) L SAl 6 + cards(Na)’ 
We now show an important lemma, from which it follows that adaptive 
information is not more powerful than nonadaptive. 
LEMMA 6.1. The sequence r:(n) is convex; i.e., 
(ri(n - 1) + ri(n + 1))/2 2 r;(n), Vn 2 2. 
Proof. We show the equivalent inequality ri(n - 1) - r:(n) 1 r:(n) - 
rf(n + l), Vn L 2. To this end, let k = k(S, n) and 1 = k(6, n + I). Consider 
the difference 
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A, = r;(n) - r&r + 1) 
= 6/(n + 6k) * ($ *!12)’ + i=$, Xi - Sl(?l + 1 + 61) . ($ *;“)2, 






forj = 1+ 1,. . . , n + 1, 
= 2 (Aji2 - N(n + 1 + 61) $ *f/2), forj=k+ 1,. . . ,l. 
From the definition of 1 and from the inequality A,!j’” 2 h:12, Vj 5 1, it 
follows that the derivative aAil#” is nonnegative. Hence Ar is a nonde- 
creasing function of Aj, j > k, if only the parameter k = k(S, n) is constant. 
On the other hand, this does not affect A0 = ri(n - I) - r;(n), since it is 
independent of hj, j > k. Let 
pi*, for k = n, 
It is easy to check that if ak+r 2 * 1 * 2 (Y, and )ci 5 ai -C a 2, i = k + 1, 
n, then Sl(n + 6s) * (cf=, h!” + ci=,+r c~f’~) L 6/(n + 6s) . 
&!:I ;;” + (s - &if’*) > (Y”~ S , VS, k < s : n. Furthermore, (Sl(n + 6s) . 
(z.i”=, Af’2 + x&+l a) = a, Vs > k. From this and from the continuity of 
r&(n) with respect to the eigenvalues it follows that for the sequence {A,!}, 
Ai, i= 1,2,. . . ,k, 
A! = a2, i = k + 1,. . . , n + 1, 
0, i=n+2,. . . , 
and for the corresponding Ah, A;, we have Ah = A0 and A; z A 1. To 
complete the proof it is enough to show that AA 2 A;. Indeed, for 
A = z:i”=;’ (Af)ln we have 
rL(n + 1)2 = S/((l + 6)(n + 1)) * (A + 2~2)~, 
r&z)’ = a/((1 + 6)n) . (A + a)2 + u2, 
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I 
n-l 
ri(n - l)* 2 inf fl(7)r, . . . , 7)“...i): C, 71~ = n - 1 
i=l I 
= a/((1 + 6)(n - 1)) . A2 + 2a2 
(fI as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.). Direct calculations show that the 
claimed inequality holds. Moreover, ho = A, holds only in two cases: 6 = 
0,h,=X,+~or6>0,h,=X2=~~~=A,+~. n 
As in IBC for exact information (see Theorem 5.6.3 of Chap. 6) we 
conclude the following 
THEOREM 6.2. Let Na be any adaptive information with-finite cardi- 
nality. Let m = lcards(Na)l. Then for the nth optimal nonadaptive infor- 
mation NQ,,, we have 
7. COMPLEXITY RESULTS 
In this section we discuss the average e-complexity of linear problems. 
As in IBC, we make the following assumptions: 
(a) simple operations on the elements of the space G, such as addition 
and multiplication by a scalar, cost unity; 
(b) the cost of one functional evaluation (observation) is constant and 
equal to c. 
For information N (in general adaptive) and an algorithm 4 which uses 
N, let cost(N, f, z) be the information cost of obtaining the noisy informa- 
tion z of N(f). In particular, cost(N, f, z) L en(z), where n(z) denotes, as 
before, the total number of noisy functional evaluations. Let cost(4, z) be 
the combinatory cost of computing +(z). Then the average cost of obtain- 
ing approximation to Sf is given by 
costdb, N) = (, (I, (cost(N, f z) + COW, zh(dzl.f’, N)) cL(df). 
The average e-complexity is defined as the minimal average cost of 
computing Sf with average error no greater than E, 
camps(e) = inf{costs(+, N): 4, N such that es(4, N) 5 E}. 
Finally, the average z-cardinality number m$(e) is defined as 
m:(E) = inf{carda(N): N such that r&(N) 5 E}. 
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We are ready to show tight bounds on the average &-complexity. We 
know from Theorem 3.1 that the optimal algorithm for nonadaptive infor- 
mation is linear. Hence, proceeding as in IBC for exact information we 
obtain 
THEOREM 7.1. The average &-complexity of a linear problem with 
noisy information satisfies 
c * m,*(e) 5 camps(s) 5 (c + 2) . m,*(c). 
The above theorem and Corollary 6.1 yield immediately 
COROLLARY 7.1. For any linear problem with noisy information we 
have 
camps(E) 2 c . 6 . (A+&* - 1). 
For 8 > 0 and for any nonzero linear operator S, the corollary says that 
the average E-complexity tends to infinity with E + 0 at least as fast as E-*. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. We illustrate the average &-complexity for Aj = (aj)-p, 
j= 1,2,. * * 9 where p > 1. Using the formulas for r:(n) from Example 
4.2 we obtain the estimate 
camps(E) = (c + b) . 6(6, E) . (1 + o(1)) as E+ 0, 
where 0 5 b 5 2 and the function 6(6, E) is given below (S 2 0): 
2 W-l) 





p-l 0 - , E 
Z,,, = i: (aj)+* 
j=I 
P = 2: -$ (32 In* (-j + $ (i) 
p < 2, 6 5 (2 - p)lp: afl(‘-p) 6 i - 1 
1 + 6 (1 
+ 
- p/2)2 
! 1)11(1-l) p (yw 
We now comment on this. Forp > 2 the average &-complexity for exact 
information, 6 = 0, becomes proportional to ~-~(p-*). Thus for large p it 
tends to infinity rather slowly. The presence of noise, 6 > 0, changes the 
average E-complexity to be proportional to 6~~*. This is a significant 
change in the exponent since 24~ - 1) is replaced by 2. 
Let us turn to the case p = 2. For exact information the average 
E-complexity is proportional to E-*, whereas for noisy information it is 
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proportional to &-* ln*(l/&). In this case the noise makes a slight change 
in the form of the average &-complexity. 
Finally consider p < 2. For exact information the average &-complexity 
is proportional to E-~‘(P-‘) which tends to infinity quite rapidly as E ap- 
proaches zero. In this case noisy information does not effect the average 
&-complexity and the noise is almost irrelevant. 
Remark 7.1. We know from Theorems 6.1 and 7.1 how to achieve the 
upper bound on the average &-complexity. However, one may want to use 
only the p-orthonormal functionals K?, i = 1,2, . . . , in order to obtain 
&-approximations to Sf 
Using Remark 4. I we can show information N, consisting only of func- 
tionals K,*, i = 1, 2, . . . , for which r,(N,) 5 E, and 




8. AN EXAMPLE 
We illustrate how the results of this paper may be applied to the approx- 
imation problem in finite dimensional spaces. 
Let F = G = EP, d 2 1. Let Z.L be the Gaussian measure on UP with mean 
zero and correlation operator AZ, A > 0; i.e., 
p(B) = (2?TA)-d’2 I B ew{-Ilf11*/(2A)l df, VI? E WW. 
We assume that the variance (T: of the random variable corresponding to 
the functional Lx = (e, x) is equal to yjlxll:, y 2 0. The parameter 6 is then 
equal to 6 = y/A. 
Suppose we want to approximate the identity operator, Sf = f, using 
any one-to-one information operator N: F + [w”, 
N(f) = [(f, xl>, (f, x2), . . . > (f, 41, (Jxill2 = 1, Vi. 
The optimal algorithm for N is of the form 
dJS,Am = ,. Pi&, 
where p is the solution of the linear system 
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Its error is equal to 
whereqj, j= 1,. . . , d are the eigenvalues of the matrix MN. 
In problems like this the well known least-squares algorithm C# is 
often used in practice. In the general case, this algorithm is defined as 
c#$( /3) = N-~PNP, where PN is the orthorgonal projection from R ” onto 
the subspace N(F). The least-squares algorithm does not need the knowl- 
edge of the measure p and parameter y. That is why it seems interesting to 
compare the error of &’ with the error of the optimal algorithm. It turns 
out that the least-squares algorithm is close to optimal whenever the ratio 
y/A is small. Indeed, we have Ilf - #(/3)/l = Ilf - N-*PNPII = IIf - 
WIPN(Nf + (p - Nf))ll = (JiVM1PN(/3 - Nf)l(. Hence, 
I,. If - &s;j”cP)l12m@Plf, m = I,. Il~-1PNPl12dm4 N 
= y * trace(N-*PN(N-‘PN)*) 
= y . trace(N*N)-’ = y * ,$ qJr’. 
Finally, ei(4ks, N) = y . xfC1 rlj’ = lim,+,o r;(N). 
We now find the nth optimal average radius and &-complexity for our 
problem. From Theorem 4.1 we get 
r&n) = yd2/(n + ydlh), Vn 2 d. 
Hence, for E I a0 = ydl(1 + y/A) we have 
where ma(&) = yd(d/c2 - l/A). Finally, 
cornpa = (c + b) . ~(8, E) . (1 + o(1)) as E + 0, 
where 0 I b 5 2 and ~(8, E) = yd2/c2 for 6 > 0, ~(0, E) = d. 
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It is easy to check that for n = ds the information 
where NO = [(s, el), (s, Ed), . . . , (a, ed)], is nth optimal. The optimal 
algorithm & for N, now takes the form 
where p = N,,(f) + a = [/&I, plz . . . , /%d7 . . . , /%I, . . . , &dl. On 
the other hand, the least-squares algorithm is 
a!? = (s-1 * 9 &)p=, , vp E R”. 
j=l 
Furthermore, 
&4!?, NJ = y * d2/n = rf(n) - (1 + ydl(hn)). 
We conclude that the pair N,,, +n”” with n = [yd2/e21 produces 
e-approximation with the cost (c + 2)[yd2/c21. This cost is close to 
optimal. 
Remark 8.1. We have shown that the least-squares algorithm is, in 
fact, not optimal. However, it is optimal in the mixed setting, where the 
error of an algorithm c$, which uses information N, is defined as 
e,""'(h NJ = Su~J/~.i/f-- bWf+ P)l12x#P), 
f= 
where xv is Gaussian on lEI(iRn) with mean zero and correlation operator 
yl. Indeed, since ey($, N) L es@, N), V4, VA, we get ey(+p, N) 
= es(4$‘, N) = limA+,, r*(N) 5 ey($, N), V$. The error ey($, N) is 
thus minimal at C#J = 4hs. 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we present the conditional measures with respect to 
noisy information. We use notation from the paper. 
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Consider first nonadaptive information N = [L,, Lz, . . . , L,J Let 
F = F x R” = {(f, z): f E F, z E R”}. We may formally treat F as a 
normed space with the norm (/(f, z)ll$ = llfJ12 + 11~11:. The information N 
generates the probability measure ji on 5(F), defined by 
,$A x B; N) = 1, ~s(B[.f, N),u(df), VA E [I%(F), VB E B(R”). 
Let 1.0; N) = Eu(F x B; N) = j, TD(B/~, N),~(df), VB E B(W). 
Hence pj(B; N) is the probability that the computed information z be- 
longs to B. Let MN = ((Li, Lj)p);=l. 
LEMMA Al. For any nonadaptive noisy information N = [L,, . . . , 
L,], with llLjl/fi = 1, Vj = 1,2, . . . , n, the measure f.~l@; N) is Gaussian 
with mean zero and correlation operator CN: Iw” + R”, CNZ = (61 + 
MN)z. Furthermore, 
/T(A x B; N) = j-, ,u264Iz, N)p.l(dz; N), VA E B(F), VB E S(Rn), 
where pz(o(z, N) is Gaussian on B(F) with mean m(z) = ET=, yj(CpLj), 
where the vector y = [ ye , . . . , yn] satisfies (61 + MN)Y = z, and 
correlation operator C,,N: F* + F, given by 
C~,NL = CJ - m(N(CpL)), VL E F”. 
Note that for S = 0 and linearly dependent functionals Li the vector y is 
understood as in Theorem 3.1. 
Proof. The measure n8(o) f, N) is Gaussian with mean N(f) and cor- 
relation operator 61. Hence, for the characteristic functional 4~: [w” + 
C of the measure p1 we have (i = 0 
$N(w) = I,. expG(w, z)h(dz; N) 
= ,fF ((,. exp{i(w, zMm(dzlf, W) cL@‘f) 
= 
I I F exp i(w, Nfh - f @w, wh I d-V) 
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= exp I - Jj G4l~) I, exp{i(w, W)2lp.(43 
The measure pI is thus Gaussian with mean zero and correlation operator 
61 + MN. 
We now prove the second part of the lemma. As in IBC for exact 
information we can show that the measure p2(oIz, N) is well defined for 
any z. Furthermore, pZ(B(z, N) is a PI-measurable function of z for any 
Bore1 set B. To complete the proof it is therefore enough to show that the 
characteristic functional 3 of ,2 is equal to the characteristic functional $’ 
of the measure CL’ defined as 
p’(A x B) = 1, &4lz, N)PI(~z; N), VA E B(F), VB E B([W”). 
To this end, let z E F*. Then there exist L E F* and w E [w” such that 
E(f, z) = Lf + (w, z)~, Vf E F, Vz E R”. We have 
= I,. exp{i(w, 2)~) (I, expWf~h2Wk NJ) PIWG JV 
= I,. exp (i ((w, z)2 + L(m(zN - i (UC&) - L(m(NC,L))))) 
x /4wz; w. 
Observe that L(~(z)) = L(E:j”=l yj(C,Lj)) = Ej”=l yjLj(CFL) = ((61 + 
MN)-lz, NC,L)2 = (z, (61 + MN)-~NC~L)~. Similarly, L(m(NC,L)) = 
(NC,L, (61 + MN)-‘NC,,L)~. Hence, 
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qb’(L’) = exp [ - f (UC&) - (NC,L, (61 + MN,-‘NC,L),,] 
I R” exp(i(z, w + (61 + MN)-*NCpL)&(dz; N) 
= exp [ - f (L(C,L) - (NC,L, (61 + M&‘NC,L)2)J 
ew I - ; (W + MA/h, 42 
+ (NC&, (61 + M,4Wp~)2 + 3~7 NC&J,)) 
= exp { - ; W(C,L) + Zw, NC&)2 + ((61 + MN)w, w,d]. 
On the other hand, for the characteristic functional 3 of the measure ,G we 
have 
-- 
$(L) = IF (exp{i(Lf + (w, z)dh(dz 1 f, N)) CL(&) 
= jF exW.fl ((,. ewblw zhh Mz 1 f, N)) P (47 
= exp 1 - i ~lbdi~] 1, expWf + O!f, w)dlru W) 
= exp [ - ; (UCJ) + 2(w, NC,&2 + ((61 + Midw, 42)) 
= p(E). 
This completes the proof. n 
We now turn to adaptive information N”, 
NW-) = [L(f), L2Cf-i zd, . . . , Lncz,M ZI, . . . , znwI))]. 
In this case the measure jX@; N”) is defined on the space F = F x Y, 
where Y = UZ=, B, and B, are as in Section 4. Furthermore, 
iW x B) = A m(Blf, N”)p((df) I 
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VA E B(F), VB E B(Y) 
The measure pi@; Na) is now given by 
Note that, unlike in the nonadaptive case, the measure ~1 is, in general, 
non-Gaussian. 
LEMMA A2. For any adaptive noisy information 
Wf) = Wlu-1, L2C.c zd, . . . 9 L(,,(.f-i ZI, . . * 7 zn(,)-l,)l~ 
with \)Lj(“; zl, . . . , zj-1)11, = 1, Vj = 1, 2, . . . , Vz E Y, we have 
/%(A x B; N) = j-, ~z(Ajz, NZOn)F,(dz; Na) 
= c, I,,,, w(Alz, N:““) ,w(dz; Na), 
where NY = [L,W, L2(0; id, * . . , L(,,k Zl, * . - 7 Zn(z)-IN. 
Proof. We first prove the lemma for any information Na with fixed 
cardinality, i.e., n(z) = n. This will be done by induction on II. 
For it = 1 the proof is obvious. Suppose that n > 1. Let Ni-t be the 
adaptive information consisting of the first (n - 1) functionals from Na. 
Then for A E B(F), B E [E%(R”-‘), C E B(R) we have 
,%A X B x C) = j-, TTS(B x C(f, N”)p(df) 
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where 
t=[t1,t*,. . . 3 tn-II and L,J = L,k t). 
Calculations similar to those from the proof of Lemma Al yield that 
where w is one dimensional Gaussian measure defined as 
Thus, to complete the induction step it is enough to observe that 
Now, let Na be arbitrary adaptive information. Then, for A E B(F), 
B E El(Y) we have 
m 
as claimed. w 
= 2 1 pdA[z, W”‘hul(dz; N”), 
m=l B 
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